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Abstract

Document Image Understanding (DIU) is an interesting research
area with a large variety of challenging applications. Researchers have
worked from decades on this topic, as witnessed by the scienti c literature. The main purpose of the present report is to describe the
current status of DIU with particular attention to two subprocesses:
document skew angle estimation and page decomposition. Several algorithms proposed in the literature are synthetically described. They are
included in a novel classi cation scheme. Some methods proposed for
the evaluation of page decomposition algorithms are described. Critical discussions are reported about the current status of the eld and
about the open problems. Some considerations about the logical layout
analysis are also reported.

Keywords: document image processing, document image understanding,

automatic zoning, geometric and logical layout, page decomposition, document segmentation and classi cation, text segmentation, skew angle detection, binarization, document model, performance evaluation.

1 Introduction
In the last decades a big research e ort has been spent aiming at the development of automatic text reading systems. Although actual Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) systems proved to be powerful enough to meet the requirements of many users [1], room for improvement still exists and further
research e orts are required. In fact, developers of such systems mainly
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addressed the character recognition task, and considered only documents
with plain structure and in black and white. These limitations appear too
restrictive with respect to present documents. The requirement of more and
more sophisticated tools for the presentation of printed information and the
concomitant availability of the needed technology promote a large di usion
of complex documents characterized by creative geometric layouts and the
massive use of color.
In its general acceptation document image understanding is the process
that transforms the informative content of a document from paper into an
electronic format outlining its logical content. However, the logical comprehension of arbitrary documents is a very complex task involving high level
mental processes which are currently out of the capability of an automatic
system. In this context a good target is to perform automatically what is
called zoning. Originally, the term zoning was introduced to de ne the process that identi es in a document image the text regions and their reading
order. In a short time it was clear that a general document reading system
would require the segmentation of text regions which play di erent roles in
the document meaning. For example, a column of text is semantically different from a caption, and a footnote is di erent from a paragraph. Furthermore, a complete understanding of a document requires the interpretation
of elements that are not textual, such as drawings, pictures, mathematical
equations. These elements have to be isolated and processed by appropriate
modules. Nowadays the zoning process is a mix of the so-called geometric
and logical layout analysis. The geometric layout analysis aims at producing a description of the geometric structure of the document. This phase
involves several processes: some preprocessing steps and the page decomposition step. This last step aims at decomposing the document image into
maximal homogeneous regions whose elements belong to di erent data types
(text, graphics, pictures,. . . ). Among the preprocessing modules the most
peculiar to the document analysis is the skew estimation, i.e. estimation
of the document orientation angle with respect to the horizontal or vertical
direction. The logical layout analysis aims at identifying the di erent logical roles of the detected regions (titles, paragraphs, captions, headings) and
relationships among them.
In this paper we focus on the geometric layout analysis. Our goal is to
provide an organic arrangement of the huge amount of material published
on this topic. The major diculty to this purpose is given by the fact
that many of the the proposed algorithms address very di erent speci c
problems. Furthermore, authors declare performance computed on their own
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databases, generally not available, making very dicult a strict comparison.
Finally, a general evaluation criterion is not followed.
Although some review papers have been recently published, (see the
reviews by Haralick [2], Tang et al. [3] and the survey of methods by Jain
and Yu in [4]), along with the tutorial text by O'Gorman and Kasturi [5], we
believe that an attempt to provide a reasoned systematization of the eld
can be of great interest. We focus on two processes: skew estimation and
page decomposition, and organize the papers according to their objectives
and the adopted techniques.1
Section 2 gives a general introduction on the geometric layout analysis.
Section 3 groups several algorithms of the skew estimation according to the
adopted technique. Section 4, which represents the main part of the paper,
describe several page decomposition algorithms. The algorithms are organized into a two level subdivision which is re ected by the section structure.
Sections 3 and 4 are closed by a summing up of the main characteristics of
the di erent approaches. Automatic evaluation of page decomposition algorithms is an important problem which has been faced only recently. The
most prominent proposed approaches are brie y explained in Section 5. On
the basis of the reviewed papers, considerations about open problems and
future perspectives are reported in Section 6. The logical layout analysis
is a process which is complementary to the geometric one. Furthermore,
the two processes are not well separated: several ambiguities rising at the
geometric level can be resolved only at the logical one. For completeness we
choose to report in Section 7 some considerations about standard formats
for document de nition and a brief survey of several approaches adopted to
perform the logical layout analysis. Section 8 concludes the paper.

2 Geometric layout analysis: the issue
The geometric layout analysis aims at producing a hierarchical representation of the document, which embeds its geometric structure, i.e. classi ed
blocks, each representing a homogeneous region of the page, and their spatial relationships. This structure allows us to describe the document layout
at di erent levels of detail, e.g. a body of text can be viewed as a single
coherent element, as well as, at a higher detail level, a set of lines. As above
The reviewed papers deal with machine printed \structured" documents such as technical journals, newspapers, business letters. Techniques aiming at text extraction from
forms, checks, postal mail pieces, engineering drawings, are not covered in this review.
1
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mentioned in this paper we focus our attention on the skew estimation and
page decomposition modules.
Skew estimation is a process which aims at detecting the deviation of the
document orientation angle from the horizontal or vertical direction. First
document reading systems assumed that documents were printed with a single direction of the text and that the acquisition process did not introduce a
relevant skew. The advent of at bed scanners and the need to process large
amounts of documents at high rates, made the above assumption unreliable
and the introduction of the skew estimation phase became mandatory. In
fact, a little skewing of the page is often introduced during processes such as
copying or scanning. Moreover, today documents are ever more free styled
and text aligned along di erent directions is not an uncommon feature.
The purpose of the page decomposition module is to segment the document image into homogeneous blocks of maximum size (this step is called
page segmentation), and to classify them into a set of prede ned data types
(this step is called blocks classi cation). Page segmentation takes into consideration only the geometric layout of the page, e.g. the spacings among different regions, while blocks classi cation employs speci c knowledge about
the data types to be discriminated, e.g. features can be devised to distinguish among text, pictures, or drawings.
At this point two observations are appropriate.

1. Until a few years ago, almost all DIU systems worked on binary images.

This fact was probably due to limitations of the storing and computing
devices, and to the dominant needs in the market for applications dealing with documents characterized by an intrinsically binary nature, such as
automatic postal sorting systems and dropout color form reading. Therefore, most page decomposition algorithms have been designed speci cally for
binary document images. Nowaday, thanks to the development of the necessary technologies, gray level or color input can be taken into consideration,
and the requests of applications dealing with not only binary documents are
ever more increasing. On such documents, capturing multi spectral images
gives obvious advantages to the document readability in imaging applications and is a necessity when dealing with documents containing signi cant
gray level or color pictures which have to be accurately preserved. Although
some OCR systems were developed o ering gray level input as an option
in order to improve their recognition accuracy [1], most OCR commercial
systems work, at present, on bilevel inputs [6]. Therefore binarization re-
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mains an important module to be applied at least on the textual regions
detected in the block segmentation and classi cation phases. Several algorithms have been speci cally designed for the binarization of document
images [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Other papers provide a comparison of several
binarization techniques applied to document images [13, 14, 15].

2. Some sort of interleaving occurs among the processes involved in the ge-

ometric layout analysis, like noise reduction, binarization of the whole page
or of interesting subregions, skew estimation, and page decomposition (in
turn divided into page segmentation and block classi cation). These modules, although distinct, cannot be applied in a preordered sequence, but their
use depends on the particular document category if not on the document
itself. For instance, the page segmentation and block classi cation steps are
often said to be separated. Although for some approaches this is true and
classi cation follows segmentation, approaches exist where segmentation follows classi cation or are interleaved. Even the detection of the document
skew angle, often considered a preliminary step, may be applied at di erent times: directly on the input image, after an eventual binarization, or
limitedly to the textual regions, i.e. after page decomposition.

3 Skew estimation
Most of the skew estimation techniques can be divided into the following
main classes according to the basic approach they adopt: analysis of projection pro les [16, 17, 18, 19, 20], Hough transform [21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27],
connected components clustering [28, 29, 30, 26], and correlation between
lines [31, 32, 33]. Other techniques have been proposed which are based
on gradient analysis [34, 35], on the analysis of the Fourier spectrum [16],
on the use of morphological transforms [36], and on subspace line detection
[37].
Notice that, unless otherwise declared, all the cited methods work on
binary input images.

3.1 Projection pro le analysis.

The underlying assumption of these approaches is to deal with documents in
which text is arranged along parallel straight lines. The basic scheme is the
computation of a projection pro le along each skew angle, the de nition of an
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objective function, often called premium, and the selection of the skew angle
which optimizes the objective function. Because of the high computational
costs, several variants of this basic method have been proposed. They aim
at reducing the amount of data involved in the computation of the pro le
or at improving the optimum search strategy.
In the method proposed by Postl [16] only points on a coarse grid are
used to compute the projection pro le and the premium to be maximized
corresponds to the sum of squared di erences between successive bins in the
projection.
In Baird's work [17] another technique is used for selecting the points
to be projected: for each connected component the midpoint of the bottom
side of the bounding box is projected. The objective function is computed
as the sum of the squares of the pro le bins. In order to speed up the search
of the optimum angle, an iterative method is proposed. In the rst iteration
the whole angular range is searched with a coarse angular resolution; at each
successive iteration the angular range is restricted to a neighborhood of the
current best angle and the angular resolution is increased. The author claims
[38] the approach to be fast and accurate and to work without modi cations
on a variety of layouts, including multiple blocks, sparse table and mixed
size and typefaces.
In Ciardiello et al. work [18], only a selected subregion (one with high
density of black pixels per row) of the document image is projected; the
function to be maximized is the mean square deviation of the pro le.
Ishitani [19] uses a pro le which is de ned in a quite di erent way. A
sheaf of parallel lines on the image is selected and the bins of the pro le
store the number of black/white transitions along the lines. The variance of
the pro le is the objective function to be maximized by varying the slope of
the lines. The method is robust to the presence of large non-text regions.
Bagdanov and Kanai [20] propose a technique for selecting points from
a jbig compressed document image. They look for black runs of pixels
which have no adjacent black pixel in the lower row: the right most element
of such runs is selected. These pixel arrangements give rise to the wellknown pass mode in ccitt4 compression standard. They can be easily
detected by parsing a ccitt4 or jbig compressed bit stream. White pass
codes are detected by simulating a decoding process using a simple two state
automaton. The optimization function is the same proposed by Postl [16].
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Techniques using the well-known Hough transform [39, 40] have been explored by several authors and are based on the observations that a distinguishing feature for text is the alignment of characters and that text lines
of a document are usually parallel each other. Each black pixel (x; y) of
the image is mapped into a curve in the parameter space (; ), the Hough
space, using the transform  = x cos() + y sin(). Aligned pixels give rise
to peaks in the Hough space. The angular resolution of the method depends
on the resolution of the  axis. The complexity is linear with respect to the
number of transformed points and the required angular resolution.
Srihari and Govindaraju [21] apply this technique to binary document
images, or a subregion thereof, that is known to contain only text and where
the entire text block has a single orientation. Each black pixel is mapped
in the Hough space and the skew is estimated as the angle in the parameter
space that gives the maximum sum of squares of the gradient along the 
component.
In order to improve the computational eciency of the method several
variants have been proposed that reduce the number of point which are
mapped in the Hough space. This can be achieved by selecting a representative subset of the pixels or by restricting the analysis to a subregion of the
image.
Hinds et al. [22] develop a skew estimation algorithm which reduces the
amount of pixels to be processed by the Hough transform. The document
image, acquired at 300 dots per inch (from now on dpi), is undersampled
by a factor of 4 and transformed into a burst image. This image is built by
replacing each vertical black run with its length placed in the bottom-most
pixel of the run. The Hough transform is then applied to all the pixels in the
burst image that have value less than 25, aiming at discarding contributes of
non textual components. The bin with maximum value in the Hough space
determines the skew angle.
Spitz [23] describes a data reduction technique which works directly on
ccitt 4 compressed images. Points corresponding to pass codes are extracted with a single pass over the compressed image and are mapped into
the Hough space. This technique was extended to jbig compressed images
by Bagdanov and Kanai [20].
Le et al. [24] describe an algorithm for the identi cation of page orientation (portrait or landscape) and of the document skew. Page orientation is detected by dividing the image into small squares, each of which
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is classi ed as containing textual or non textual data according to several
heuristics which take into account density and distribution of black pixels.
Each textual square is then classi ed as portrait or landscape by analyzing
its horizontal and vertical projection pro les. The classi cation primarily
depends on the presence of peaks alternated with valleys, and secondarily on
the comparison of the pro les variances. The number of black pixels in each
textual square is used as a classi cation score. These squares constitutes
the rst level of a pyramid; each successive layer is constituted by larger
and larger squares which are built by merging groups of nine squares of the
previous layer. The top of the pyramid represents the whole page. Information about classi cation is propagated from the base to the top: each square
is classi ed, portrait or landscape, by a class majority criterion among the
nine underlying squares taking into account the classi cation scores. Skew
is then estimated on the subregion of the image corresponding to the highest scored square, among the nine of the last layer of the pyramid. Skew is
computed by applying the Hough transform on the black pixels of the last
row of each connected component.
Another data reduction technique is proposed by Min et al. [25]. The
document image is divided into vertical stripes whose width  depends on
the expected distance between lines and the maximum skew angle. For each
stripe a vertical signature is built by assigning value 1 to the rows which
contain at least one pixel and value 0 otherwise. The central points of the
black vertical runs of each signature are mapped into the Hough space.
Pal and Chaudhuri [26] propose two skew estimation techniques. The
rst one performs a data reduction starting from the bounding boxes of the
connected components. The basic idea is to delete components that contribute to noise: punctuations, ascending and descending characters. Small
components are ltered away along with components with height above the
average height. Two sets of points are then collected: L1 and L2 contain,
respectively, the leftmost pixel of the uppermost run and the rightmost pixel
of the lowermost run of each component. Points in L1 and L2 are used in
the Hough transformation.
Another skew detection algorithm based on the Hough transform is presented by Yu and Jain [27]. The rst step of the algorithm aims at eciently
computing the connected components and their centroides by means of a
structure called block adjacency graph. The Hough transform is applied to
the centroides using two angular resolutions. The coarse resolution permits
to approximately estimate the skew angle and to restrict the angular range
where the Hough transform has to be computed at the ner resolution. The
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reported results on a set of low resolution images show the fastness and
accuracy of the technique.

3.3 Nearest neighbor clustering.

The methods of this class aim at exploiting the general assumptions that
characters in a line are aligned and close to each other. They are characterized by a bottom up process which starts from a set of objects, connected
components or points representative of them, and utilizes their mutual distances and spatial relationships to estimate the document skew.
Hashizume et al. [28] present a bottom up technique based on nearest
neighbor clustering. For each component they compute the direction of
the segment that connects it to its geometrically nearest neighbor. These
directions are accumulated in a histogram whose maximum provides the
dominant skew angle.
Another method for skew detection based on clustering by nearness is
presented by O'Gorman [29]. The author computes a sort of spectrum of
the document, called docstrum, and uses it as the starting point of the page
layout analysis. For each connected component extracted from the document
the k nearest neighbor components are computed. The set of couples formed
by the component itself and, in turn, its k nearest neighbors is collected.
Each couple in the collected set is transformed into the pair (d; ), where d
is the Euclidean distance and  is the angle between the centroides of the
two components. The resulting set constitutes the docstrum. The choice of
k is not critical, but a good choice would require information about some
geometric features of the document. The skew is estimated as the mode of
the smoothed histogram of the  angles.
The method described by Smith [30] is based on the clustering of the
connected components into text lines. A ltering step removes small components and retains those with height between the 20 ? th and 95 ? th
percentile of the heights distribution. Remaining components are sorted by
their column coordinates. The components are grouped into lines as follows:
for each component the degree of vertical overlap with existing lines, if any,
is computed. It takes into account the horizontal distance between component and line, and the current estimate of the line slope (initially horizontal
and updated after each assignment). The current component is assigned to
a new line or to an existing one, depending on its degree of vertical overlap.
For each cluster the baseline skew is estimated by means of a least median
of squares t. The global page skew is computed as the median slope.
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Pal and Chaudhuri [26] present a second approach based on a clustering
of two sets of points, L1 and L2 , extracted from the image (see the rst
approach described in Section 3.2). The two sets are separately analyzed as
follows. An initial straight line, called ini-line, is determined by searching
three close and aligned points in the set starting from the top of the image.
The points of the set are then clustered according to their distance from the
ini-line. For each cluster, the slope of the segment joining the two furthest
points, provides an estimate of the skew. The global skew is the average of
these estimates computed over L1 and L2 .

3.4 Cross correlation.

Under the assumption that deskewed textual regions present an homogeneous horizontal structure, these approaches aim at estimating the document skew by measuring vertical deviations along the image.
Akiyama and Hagita [31] describe a fast approach for skew detection:
the document is divided into several vertical strips with the same width.
The horizontal projection pro les of the strips are computed along with the
shifts that give the best correlation of each projection with the successive
one. The skew is estimated as the inverse tangent of the ratio between the
average shift and the strip width.
The method described by Yan [32] has the interesting advantage that
it can be applied directly to gray level or color images as well as binary
images and does not require components extraction. This method is based
on the computation of the accumulated correlation function R for many
pairs
lines, selected at a xed distance D. It is de ned as: R(s) =
Px;y Iof(xvertical
+ D; y + s)I (x; y) where the summation is over to the whole image
I . The estimated skew is the inverse tangent of the ratio between the value
of s that maximizes R(s), and D.
Gatos et al. [33] propose a skew estimation technique based on a correlation measure between vertical stripes of the image preprocessed by an
horizontal run smoothing. The vertical stripes, whose width is experimentally determined, are equally spaced. For each of them a vertical signature
is built by assigning value 1 to the rows which contain at least one black
pixel, and 0 otherwise. For each pair of signatures (Li ; Lj ), a correlation
matrix is built: Cij (r; ) = Li (r)  Lj (r + ), where  represents the vertical
shift. A global correlation matrix is obtained by summing the Cij properly
rescaled; the mode of its projection along the  axis is used to compute the
skew angle.
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Sauvola and Pietikainen [34] propose an approach for skew detection based
on gradient direction analysis, that may be applied to binary or gray-level
images. The image is undersampled and convolved with two masks in order
to get the gradient map (magnitude and direction). The local dominant
directions for each cell of a grid is computed using the gradient information.
The histogram of such directions, discarding at sub-windows, is computed
after an angle quantization. The maximum of the resulting histogram estimates the text direction.
A similar technique is used by Sun and Si [35]. The basic assumption is
that in a typical document there are more points whose gradient orientations
are perpendicular to the text lines. The histogram of the gradient orientation
of the gray-level image is computed. The histogram is then smoothed with
a median lter in order to reduce undesired e ects due to quantization. The
mode of the histogram gives an estimate of the skew.
The second method presented by Postl in [16] computes the Fourier
transform of the document page and makes use of the power spectrum of the
Fourier space to associate a score to each selected angle. Let S (u; v) be the
2-D Fourier transform of the document array, and W (u; v) = jS (u; v)j2 the
power spectrum, then the score is computed as the line integral of W (u; v)
along the radius vector inclined at angle with respect to ordinate v. The
angle which maximizes the score is selected as the skew angle.
Chen and Haralick [36] present a text skew estimation algorithm based
on opening and closing morphological transforms [41]. The recursive closing
transform is computed with a structuring element 2  2 or 2  3, depending
on the expected range of the skew angle. The resulting image (that is a sort
of anisotropic distance map) is binarized by a global threshold estimated
from its histogram. This operation connects characters, words, and other
components. Unfortunately, words of di erent lines may result connected,
due to the presence of descendent and ascendent characters. The recursive
opening transform is performed on the result, using the same structuring
element. The thresholding of the obtained image produces a bitmap in
which, ideally, text lines are represented by elongated components, whose
direction is estimated. Spurious directions may be present, because of noise,
graphics or picture elements. Lines whose directions are near the dominant
direction are selected by means of an iterative algorithm that restricts the
interesting directions to a neighborhood of the median one. The skew of the
document is estimated from the selected directions.
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An interesting approach is presented by Aghajan et al. [37]. Skew estimation is reformulated as the problem of determining the direction of arrival
of planar electromagnetic waves detected by a linear sensor array. At the
top of the image columns virtual sensors are placed which measure the signal
generated by a set of straight lines in the image plus noise. A spectral analysis of the measurement vector takes place using a subspace-based technique
(TLS-ESPRIT algorithm) for array processing. The algorithm potentially is
capable to detect multiple skew angles although in the experiments a unique
skew direction is assumed. The authors claim that the method is robust to
the presence of formulas or diagrams and works well both on binary and
gray-level images.

3.6 A summary.

Despite many e orts have been spent on the development of skew estimation
algorithms, every year new algorithms are proposed in the literature. This
is mainly due to the need of: (1) accurate and computationally ecient
algorithms; (2) methods that do not make strong assumptions about the
class of documents they can deal with.
Computational eciency may be pursued by reducing the number of
points to be processed, by undersampling the image, or by selecting ducial
points. A common solution which is applied to binary input images is to use
the connected components as the basis for further computation: an approach
which is convenient only if connected components are needed in subsequent
steps. Another approach is to consider only subregions of the image under
the assumption that only a single skew is present.
A general assumption which, at di erent extents, underlies skew estimation techniques is that text represents the most relevant part of the document image; performance often decay in the presence of other components
like graphics or pictures. Furthermore, the major part of the algorithms
assumes to deal with documents with a clearly dominant skew angle, and
only a few methods can deal with documents containing multiple skews.
The main advantage of the projection pro le methods is that the skew
angle accuracy can be controlled by changing the angle step size and the
accumulator resolution. Obviously, a ner accuracy requires a longer computational time. A priori information about the maximum expected skew
angle can be straightforwardly exploited by the method. Analogously to the
projection pro le analysis, methods based on the Hough transform can control accuracy by changing the resolution of the  axis. Time eciency can
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be improved by an appropriate reduction of the number of points mapped
into the parametric space. Two are the major drawbacks of these methods:
they typically require wide memory space and present problems to detect
the right peak in the Hough space when applied to documents containing
sparse text or data types di erent from text. Methods based on nearest
neighbor clustering require the computation of the connected components
which is a costly process. The accuracy depends on the number of connected components and can su er from the presence of connected or broken
characters, non textual items and noise. Assumptions about relations between intercharacter and interline spacings are typically made. Advantages
of these methods are: they are the most appropriate to deal with multiple
skew angles, and typically they make no restriction on the maximum admitted skew angle. Methods based on correlation typically require an a priori
estimate of the maximum skew angle and are well suited only for documents
which present an homogeneous horizontal structure. Their major advantage
is the time eciency that can be obtained by means of a drastic reduction
of processed data without compromising accuracy.
Important features to be considered for a comparison of skew algorithms
are: assumptions on the document image (input type, resolution, maximum
amount of skew, layout structure), accuracy of the estimated angle, computational time. Unfortunately, a common database of skewed documents is
not adopted, making quite dicult a rigorous comparison of features such as
accuracy and computational time. Furthermore, some papers don't provide
a detailed description of the experimental results. Nevertheless, we have
synthesized the main characteristics of the reviewed algorithms, principally
following the authors, and collected them in Tables 1 and 2.

4 Page decomposition
We propose a taxonomy of the page decomposition works that distinguishes
the algorithms by objectives and techniques. The subdivision scheme is
illustrated in Figure 1. Each of the following four categories of page decomposition algorithms derived from a subdivision by objectives, is in its turn
divided by considering the main adopted technique.
 Text segmentation approaches: algorithms which analyze the document in order to extract and segment text. The textual part is
divided into columns, paragraphs, lines, words,. . . in order to reveal the hierarchical structure of the document. These approaches
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method

reference

Postl [16].1
Projection
pro le

Hough
transform

Baird [17]

input type
resolution
b/w, g.l.
160 dpi
b/w
300 dpi

skew range
/ accuracy
45
0:6
15
0:05

Ciardiello
b/w
et al. [18]
300 dpi
Ishitani [19] b/w
300 dpi
Bagdanov b/w, jbig
Kanai [20] 300 dpi
Srihari
b/w
Govindara- 128 dpi
ju [21]
Hinds et al. b/w
[22]
75 dpi

45

Lee et al. b/w
[24]
200 dpi
Min et al. b/w
[25]
300 dpi

15

Pal Chaud- b/w
huri [26].1 160 dpi

45

Yu Jain
[27]

90

b/w
50-75 dpi

0 7
:

30
0 12
3
:

90
1

15
0 5
:

0 5
20
0 5
:

:

0 2
:

0 1
:

characteristics
of documents
complex documents with a
dominant text direction
a dominant text direction, a
few touching characters, text
overwhelms non text
complex documents,
e.g. magazines
complex documents with few
text lines
documents with no or a few
non textual parts
text only documents

complex documents; an estimate of max characters
height is needed
complex documents,
e.g. medical journals
noisy structured documents
with tables; an estimate of interline gaps is needed
complex documents with one
text direction, dominant textual part, Roman script
complex documents with a
dominant text direction

Table 1: Some features of skew estimation algorithms as declared by their
authors: input type (binary, gray-level, or color) and resolution of the images
used in the experiments, skew angular range where the algorithm works or
has been tested and the accuracy in that range, main characteristics of the
managed documents.
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method

reference

Nearest
neighbor
clustering

Hashizume
et al. [28]

input type
resolution
b/w
54-63 dpi

O'Gorman
[29]

b/w
300 dpi

90

b/w
300 dpi
Pal Chaud- b/w
huri [26].2 160 dpi

15

Akiyama
Hagita [31]

b/w
200 dpi

10

b/w, g.l.,
color

45

b/w
96-300 dpi
b/w, g.l.

5

Smith [30]

Correlation Yan [32]

Gradient
analysis

Gatos et al.
[33]
Sauvola
Pietikainen
[34]
Sun Si [35]

Fourier
Postl [16].2
transform
Morphology Chen Haralick [36]

skew range
/ accuracy
90
5

0 05
45
0 2
:

:

0 05
20
1
:

g.l.

90

b/w, g.l.
160 dpi
b/w
300 dpi

45
5

SLIDE al- Aghajan et b/w, g.l.
gorithm
al. [37]
144 dpi

0 5
:

90
 0 01
:

characteristics
of documents
simple documents (e.g. envelopes) with line gaps wider
than character gaps
text only documents with few
touching characters; multiple
text directions
one text direction

complex documents with one
text direction, dominant textual part, Roman script
documents with text and
graphics, textual part dominant
one text direction, textual
part dominant; an estimate of
max skew is needed
complex documents with one
text direction; fast
complex documents also with
few text lines, one text direction
complex documents; dominant non-slanted textual part
a dominant text direction
complex documents with a
dominant text direction, line
gaps wider than character
gaps
documents with some non
textual parts

Table 2: Features of skew estimation algorithms (2nd part)
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Figure 1: Page decomposition algorithms taxonomy we adopt in this review.
The algorithms are clustered into four categories by objectives. Each group
is in its turn divided by the adopted techniques.
are devoted to documents which contain only textual information
[29, 42, 21, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47], or text mixed with some non text
elements [48, 49, 50, 51]. In this case non textual parts are simply
disregarded as do not matching the considered textual features.
 Page segmentation approaches: algorithms which aim at partitioning the document into homogeneous regions. They are grouped into
the following classes related to the adopted segmentation technique:
smearing technique [53], projection pro le analysis [54, 55, 56, 57, 58,
59], texture based or local analysis [60, 61], and analysis of the background structure [62, 63].
 Segmentation/Classi cation mixed approaches: for some algorithms
it is not possible to clearly separate the segmentation step from the
classi cation one. The described techniques are based on connected
component analysis [31, 66, 67, 68], smearing [71], and texture or local
analysis [73, 74, 75, 76].
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 Block classi cation approaches: algorithms which label regions pre-

viously extracted in a block segmentation phase. The major part
are based on feature extraction and linear discriminant classi ers
[53, 55, 59, 77], but other techniques are presented [78, 79].
The structure we propose represents a novel organization of the page decomposition eld with respect to the usual classi cation of the algorithms into
bottom up, top down or hybrid2 . In our opinion this subdivision is somewhat
forced and often produces an unnatural labeling of segmentation methods.
This ambiguity is evidenced by the fact that, sometimes, the same algorithm
is assigned to di erent classes by di erent authors.

4.1 Text segmentation approaches.

This section describes algorithms which aim at grouping the textual regions
of a document into a hierarchical structure.

4.1.1 Connected components analysis.

O'Gorman describes a method [29] that aims at locating text lines and text
blocks in images containing text, tables or equations. It is based on the
computation of the document spectrum, or docstrum, already de ned in
Section 3, and makes use of the previously estimated skew angle. A preprocessing phase is performed to remove noise, i.e. small components or small
holes in the components. The connected components are then clustered according to their areas. This step is suggested by the fact that the docstrum
computes some average measures which are more reliable if the variance is
low. The docstrum analysis, besides giving a rough estimation of the skew,
provides an estimate of the between-lines and between-characters spacings.
The between-characters spacing is estimated as the bin corresponding to the
maximum value in the histogram of the distances d restricted to the couples
having  in the proximity of the estimated skew angle. The between-line
spacing is estimated, analogously, from the histogram of the distances d
whose corresponding angle  is close to the direction perpendicular to the
estimated skew. Text lines are obtained by merging components: a transitive closure is performed on within-line nearest neighbors pairs. For each
Bottom up approaches start from grouping pixels together to detect words, lines, paragraphs,. . . ; top down approaches start from the whole page which is segmented recursively
into subregions, typically using high level knowledge about the document structure; the
hybrid approaches are a combination of both the previous strategies.
2
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group a mean square linear t is performed on the centroids of the components. Finally, blocks of text are built by merging parallel lines which are
either close in the perpendicular direction and overlapped, or collinear and
close in the parallel direction. While the explained method is restricted to
a single formatted page with one orientation, the author points out that it
can be extended to documents containing (well separated) regions featuring
di erent layout format and orientation. He suggests to perform a segmentation step after computing the k nearest neighbors, which group together
components that appear in the same couple with distance d below a given
threshold.
Hones and Lichter [49] present a page decomposition algorithm which can
deal with reverse text and multiple skew angles. The connected components
of both foreground and background are extracted, in order to provide the basis for handling normal and reverse text. The connected components which
are too small or too large with respect to their average size, are marked
as irrelevant for line generation. For each component a list of its nearest
neighbors is heuristically determined; only objects with the same color (foreground or background) can be neighbors. Information about their spatial
arrangement (distance and angle) is maintained. Temporary lines are generated starting from triplets of neighbor components which are approximately
aligned and have comparable size. Using the same criteria the triplets are
iteratively expanded by adding new components to their boundaries. A relaxation step aims at reassigning components to lines and at building blocks
of lines. This is performed by optimizing an objective function which takes
into account line parallelism, components proximity and blocks homogeneity. Each connected component is labeled as text or non-text by considering
some geometric features and a quality score of the line and block it belongs
to. Finally, textual components are grouped into characters and words also
reconsidering the components which were previously marked as irrelevant.
Deforges and Barba [50] describe a method for text extraction from complex gray level images. No assumptions are made on the shape and the slope
of textual regions. The basic step is the extraction of word candidates from
a multi-resolution pyramidal representation of the image [80]. The words
are then simultaneously merged into lines and blocks depending on their
spatial relationships and on their mutual distances. Within each blocks the
text lines are clustered using a metric which takes into account their slopes
and heights, in order to build more homogeneous text blocks. Isolated word
candidates are independently analized: their region in the image is binarized, and some features are extracted in order to determine their textual
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or non-textual nature.
The Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) method described by Dias [42], is
based on a work of Ittner [81], which employs the MST to detect the text
lines orientation (horizontal or vertical) of a document. Dias' algorithm
makes the assumption that intercharacter spacing is smaller than interline
spacing. The connected components are computed and each of them is represented by means of the bounding box. The bounding boxes are considered
as the vertices of a graph whose edges are the hypothetical lines joining each
pair of boxes. The cost associated to each edge is the minimum Euclidean
distance between the bounding boxes it links. The minimum spanning tree
of such a graph is computed. The text is segmented by breaking some
branches in the MST that are selected according to a comparison between
local and global information. Local information are, for instance, the branch
length and the modes of run lengths of the two components linked by the
branch. Global information are statistics such as a cuto length calculated
from the distribution of branch lengths, the average run length over all the
components in the page, and the standard deviation of the modes of run
lengths of each component. Strengths of this algorithm are the capability
of working also with non rectangular blocks and the independence of text
line orientation (horizontal or vertical). Furthermore, it can treat connected
characters in the text; in fact the selected metric has the advantage to maintain short distances among groups of connected characters, di erently from
a distance computed between the centers of the components. The results of
the experiments performed on 50 document images appear quite promising.
The author observes that when the branch breaking process does not rely
on signi cant statistics (sparse data) and a single incorrect branch break
occurs, the algorithm produces a poor segmentation.

4.1.2 Projection pro le methods.
A naive method to segment simple textual documents into lines is based on
the analysis of the regularity of peaks and valleys in the projection pro le of
the image performed along the text skew direction. Peaks and valleys correspond, respectively, to text lines and between lines spaces. This method
is used, for example, by Srihari and Govindaraju [21]. Observing that the
pro le of a single text line is shaped as twin peaks with a little valley in between, they can estimate the position of base and top lines in correspondence
of the twin peaks.
Baird [43] presents a detailed description of a method for the analysis
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of columns of text. The approach, named global-to-local, is characterized by
the de nition of a parametric model of a generic text column, which guides
the analysis: the interpretation of an input image requires its partition and
the inference of the model parameters. The main assumptions about isolated text columns are: text is printed along parallel (0:05 ) and roughly
horizontal (5 ) lines, each with a dominant text size which varies within
a broad known range; text is printed in a not connected style and detached
characters are predominant. The connected components of the input binary
images are extracted. Skew angle is estimated and eventually corrected (see
[17]). The horizontal projection pro le of the column is analyzed in order
to segment it into text lines. Each text line is partitioned into characters
which are preclassi ed: the most con dent classi cations and the a priori
information about size and position of symbols with respect to the baseline,
provide useful information for a robust estimate of text size and baseline
position. Characters are merged into words by assuming the existence of a
threshold value on the spacing between characters which can discriminate
interword against intraword gaps.
Ha et al. [46] present a simple method for page segmentation and classi cation into words, text lines, paragraphs. It is based on the analysis of
horizontal and vertical projections of the bounding boxes of the connected
components. The method is applicable only to a restricted set of documents, as many assumptions are made: binary input image, good quality
document, i.e. noise free and no touching characters, deskewed document,
single column, and nally a hierarchy of increasing spacings between characters, between words, between text lines, between text blocks,. . .
Parodi and Piccioli [51] describe a method that aims at extracting text
lines from unstructured documents having, possibly, a little skew. The approach relies on the projection pro le analysis of narrow vertical strips,
overlapping each other, extracted from the input image. For each strip the
zones containing foreground pixels, called line elements, are localized. The
line elements of successive strips are linked each other if their projections
overlap and present comparable heights. For each element only one link
with the elements of the next strip is allowed. The resulting lists of elements represent the text line candidates. The line skew is estimated as
the slope of the best line tting of the centers of elements. The page skew
is estimated as a weighted average of the line slopes. The coordinate system is then rotated accordingly. The bounding rectangles surrounding each
text line candidate are computed with respect to the rotated system. A
ltering of the rectangles is then performed in order to discard non textual
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elements. The number of characters for each text line candidate is estimated
as the ratio width/height of the rectangle sides. Rectangles whose number
of black/white and white/black transitions along the text line direction do
not approximately match the estimated number of characters, are ltered
away. Remaining text lines are grouped into blocks.

4.1.3 Texture based or local analysis.
Chen et al. [47] describe a segmentation algorithm for the detection of words
in textual documents. The document image is sampled at a resolution of
150dpi. A word block is de ned as the rectangular regions which contain a
word. Word blocks are detected by means of a pixel classi er which gives
an estimate of the a posteriori probability of the pixel to be in a word block
or not. These probabilities are estimated from a set of training synthetic
images whose pixels has been previously labeled as belonging, or not, to
a word block. A set of n recursive closing transforms, each characterized
by a di erent structuring element, are applied to the training images thus
producing n transformed images. Pixels of the training images are modeled
by vectors of the values of the corresponding locations in the transformed
images. Posterior probabilities of such vectors to be in a word block are
estimated. In this way a probability map can be associated to the test
images. The map is thresholded to obtain the word blocks. The threshold
value is calculated from the histogram of the probability map: using a linear
regression, a function is estimated between the histograms and the optimal
threshold values of the images in the training set. The presence of ascender and descender characters may cause words belonging to di erent lines
to merge into the same word block. A post processing step is performed
to detect such blocks and to split them appropriately. The procedure is
based on the comparison of the block height with the dominant block height
in the document. Splitting is based on the detection of cut points in the
projection pro le of the probability map region corresponding to the block.
Performance of the algorithm are evaluated only for synthetic images.

4.1.4 Analysis of the background structure.
Baird [45] describes a segmentation technique based on a previous work
[44], in which the structure of the document background is analyzed in
order to determine the geometric page layout. In a preprocessing phase,
the components that appear to small or too large to be text are ltered
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and the document is deskewed [17]. All the maximal rectangles, i.e. white
rectangles which cannot be further expanded, covering the background are
enumerated. Then a partial order is speci ed according to the area and the
aspect ratio of the rectangles. A selection of N top ranked rectangles gives
rise to a partial coverage of the background. Larger values of N produce
more re ned approximations of the background. The regions not covered
constitute the blocks. The method does not rely on rules dependent on the
characters set. It only requires a rough estimate of the range of text size.

4.1.5 Smearing based techniques.
One of the rst approaches to text/non-text discrimination was presented
by Johnston [48]. Several assumption are made: text is printed horizontally,
the input image is clean, non-text areas are not immediately adjacent to the
text, the character height and width in pixels are known. The basic idea is
that text appears as a set of horizontal stripes. The algorithm works in two
steps: (1) clean-up objects larger than the character size. It uses a sequence
of horizontal and vertical morphological operators whose parameters depend
on the character size. The result is a bitmap which is employed as a mask
to lift up the text from the original image. Small isolated components and
line segments will possibly remain. (2) clean-up objects smaller than the
character size, using similar morphological operations. The output bitmap
can be used as a mask to select only the text areas from the input image.
Some problems may arise at the edges of the image where text components
may disappear.

4.2 Page segmentation approaches.

This section describes algorithms aiming solely at the segmentation of
the document into homogeneous regions, without classifying the obtained
blocks.

4.2.1 Smearing based techniques.

The Run Length Smearing Algorithm (RLSA) is introduced by Wong et al.
[53]. The input image must be a clean and deskewed bitmap. The algorithm
operates on sequences of pixels, i.e the rows or the columns of the bitmap.
A sequence x of 0's and 1's is transformed into a sequence y according to
the following rules:
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 0's in x are changed to 1's in y if the run length of 0's is less than or

equal to a prede ned threshold value C ;
 1's in x are unchanged in y.
The e ect is that of linking together neighboring black areas that are separated by less than C pixels. The degree of linkage depends on the value of
C and on the distribution of white and black pixels in the document, with
respect to scanning resolution. RLSA is applied by rows and by columns
to a document image yielding two bitmaps. When dealing with 240dpi images, threshold values proposed for the horizontal and vertical smearings are
di erent: Ch = 300, Cv = 500. The bitmaps are then combined in a logical and operation and an additional horizontal smoothing is applied, using
Ch = 30. The segmentation produced by RLSA for the textual regions is
characterized by small blocks, usually corresponding to lines of text. The
algorithm is fast but presents some limits: the threshold values have to be
set a priori, it can be applied only to documents with a rectangularly structured layout. In order to get rectangular blocks a post processing step is
required. RLSA received great interest, principally because of its easy implementation, and has been employed, with some modi cations, in several
systems to perform the segmentation phase [18, 82, 83, 79, 77].

4.2.2 Projection pro le methods.

A popular approach to page segmentation, described in [54, 84], is the Recursive X-Y Cuts, RXYC, algorithm. It is applied to clean, deskewed binary input images. The RXYC algorithm recursively splits the document
into two or more smaller rectangular blocks which represent the nodes of
a tree structure. At each step of the recursion, the horizontal or vertical
projection pro les are alternately computed. The segmentation of a block is
performed in correspondence of the valley of the projections that are larger
than a prede ned threshold. Thresholds may be di erent for each level of
recursion and may depend on the knowledge about the document class. A
priori information is needed particularly to de ne the stop criterion in the
recursion. This technique is suitable only for layouts that are decomposable
by a sequence of horizontal and vertical subdivisions.
Several authors make use of the RXYC algorithm, eventually modi ed.
Wang and Srihari [55] compare the RLSA and RXYC approaches. The
RXYC algorithm is selected as being more suitable for the newspaper segmentation task. Nagy et al. [56, 57] present a top down approach that
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combines structural segmentation and functional labeling. Segmentation is
based on the RXYC procedure and is guided by a knowledge of the features
of the document layout. A trainable algorithm for page segmentation based
on RXYC procedure is presented by Sylwester and Seth [58].
Goal of the segmentation algorithm presented by Pavlidis and Zhou [59]
is to nd the largest possible column blocks. They are de ned as subregions
of the input image that contain a unique data type and are well separated
each other by white space straight streams. Documents with a little skew,
as well as columns with di erent tilt angles (a distortion caused by copying) can be handled. The algorithm is based on the analysis of the vertical
projection pro les computed locally, i.e. over consecutive short blocks of
scanlines. Wide white spaces in the vertical projections correspond to column gaps which act as separators of the so called column intervals. Column
blocks are iteratively constructed by merging pairs of column intervals which
satisfy the following rules: are very close in the vertical direction, have approximately the same width, their vertical projections are (nearly) contained
one in the other. In the next step a new merging process takes place along
with the estimation of the skew angle of the resulting blocks. For each column block a central axis is computed by interpolating the central points of
the column intervals with a straight line. The merging of the column blocks
is guided by similar rules as above along with a constraint on the alignment
of the central axes. An interesting feature of the approach is that it exploits
the exibility of a bottom up method and at the same time mitigates its
inherent ineciency by using the column intervals as the basic elements of
the merging process. This choice guarantees to deal with a few structured
objects instead of many low level objects like pixels, runs or connected components. A limit, as reported by the authors, is that text printed in large
size, such as titles, may produce fragmented column blocks, due to large
gaps between words. Therefore some parameters, such as the width of the
column gaps, need to be adjusted for di erent type of documents. Notice
that this drawback is common to other approaches, although not explicitly
declared by their authors.

4.2.3 Texture based or local analysis.
In the work of Jain and Bhattacharjee [60] text/non-text segmentation is
viewed as a texture segmentation problem. The paper presents a multichannel ltering approach to texture segmentation. The basic assumption
is that regions of text in a document image de ne a unique texture which
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can be easily captured by a small number of Gabor lters. Filters are applied directly to the input gray level image. No a priori information about
layout, font styles, skew angle are required. The texture segmentation algorithm operates in three main steps: (1) ltering the image through a bank
of n Gabor lters; (2) computing the feature vectors as the n local energies
estimate over windows around each pixel; (3) clustering the feature vectors
into K clusters; the coordinates (x; y) of each pixel are used as additional
features. A typical value of K used in the experiments is 3 in order to emphasize three texture types: textual regions, uniform regions (background
or picture with low intensity variations), and boundaries of the uniform regions. In some applications K = 4 proves to be a more appropriate choice
(handwritten text). To evaluate the experiments, in a supervised classi cation mode, some training patterns are randomly extracted from the regions
belonging to the di erent classes to be discriminated. As long as the imaging environment remain the same, the trained classi er (nearest neighbor in
the experiments) can be used for subsequent images. The selection of the n
lters for optimal clustering appears to be a critical task, in fact these lters
cannot guarantee the best performance on a whole class of segmentation
problems.
Tang et al. [61] describe a page segmentation approach based on modi ed
fractal signature. The input gray level image is considered as an approximation of a fractal surface. The surface area is used as a fractal signature, FS ,
which characterizes the local geometric structures of the di erent zones of
the document image. The surface area is de ned in term of a unit measure
 and its value increases within limit when  decreases following the generally approximated power law: A  2?D , where is a constant and D
stands for the fractal dimension. Taking the logarithm of both sides we can
see that the fractal dimension can be viewed as a slope in a log-log space:
log(A )  log( ) + (2 ? D)log(). Therefore, the fractal dimension D can
be determined by computing the surface area at only two di erent scales, 1
and 2 . The surface area, at scale , is computed by counting all the points
at distance less than or equal to  from the surface and dividing the count
by 2. The authors highlight how the fractal signature can be used to distinguish di erent regions such as: text areas, graphic areas and background
areas. They divide the image into small non overlapping regions and classify
them according to their fractal signature.
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4.2.4 Analysis of the background structure.

Normand and Viard-Gaudin [62] present a 2D smoothing algorithm for the
analysis of the document background, which is basically an extension of
the RLSA to two dimensions. They consider two structuring elements, the
square and the octagon, and choose the octagon for its better isotropic
property. Each background pixel is replaced by an index, that depends on
the size of the widest structuring element that can be placed over it without
intersecting foreground pixels. A hierarchical tree structure is computed
by thresholding the map with di erent decreasing values and keeping trace
of the connected components which are generated. Each node of the tree
structure represents a region of the map. The root node represents the whole
map, and the children of each node are the connected components obtained
by thresholding the region of the map represented by the node. The leaves
of the tree correspond to the connected components of the document. This
structure is used to compute an e ective segmentation of the image into
blocks. It is obtained by selecting relevant nodes in the tree structure and
by extracting their corresponding regions. As a critical problem remains the
de nition of a criterion for the automatic selection of relevant nodes.
Kise et al. [63] present a method which is based on the thinning of
the document background. The segmentation is determined by selecting
subsequences of chains which circumscribe document blocks (loops). The
proposed algorithm attempts to lter away unnecessary chains and to retain such loops. Firstly, chains ending with a terminal pixel are removed.
Remaining chains are analyzed in order to eliminate those lying between
characters and text lines, and to preserve chains between certain regions of
the same type (e.g. between columns) and of di erent data type (such as
text and halftone). Two features are used: the distance of chain points from
foreground pixels, and the so called di erence of average line widths, which
takes into account some characteristics of the adjacent foreground regions.
The ltering process requires a critical tuning of some threshold which depend on the spacings of the input document. The presence of wide gaps
between words or characters (e.g. in titles) may cause erroneous segmentations.

4.3 Segmentation/Classi cation mixed approaches.

The algorithms described in the following approach the page decomposition
as a undecomposable problem and perform simultaneously the segmentation
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and classi cation phases. They are grouped on the basis of the adopted
technique.

4.3.1 Connected components analysis.

Akiyama and Hagita [31] present an approach for the page decomposition
of deskewed documents (see Section 3.4) containing text and graphic zones.
Some assumptions are made on the document content, i.e. it includes headlines, text line blocks, graphics, each contained into an isolated rectangular
area, and solid or dotted lines which act as separators. Further, a set of 15
geometric properties is assumed for the document layout. The rst step is
the eld separators extraction performed by analyzing the connected components of the image. Solid lines are characterized by very elongated components with small crossing count (i.e. the number of white/black transitions
in horizontal and vertical directions), while dotted lines are characterized
by components surrounded by long continuous white pixels. The next step
is the estimation of the text lines thickness. The histogram of the heights
of the remaining components is computed. The mode T of the histogram is
assumed as the best estimate of the text line thickness. Components whose
height is below 1:5T are text candidates; otherwise the component is put
in the headline or graphics candidates depending on its crossing count (low
or high, respectively). The text blocks are then extracted starting from the
candidate text components. These candidates are clustered by means of
two criteria: eld separator or blank areas in the projection pro le. In order
to avoid over segmentation, the separation process is terminated when the
crossing count of all the clusters drops below a prede ned limit. Adjacent
text components belonging to the same block are merged to build text lines.
Isolated or irregularly spaced text lines are added to the list of headline or
graphic candidates. Headlines are then detected using the same method.
Graphics blocks are nally extracted by merging graphic areas and eventual
captions, i.e. sequences of text components that are close to the graphic
area.
The technique used by Zlatopolsky [66] is based on a progressive growing
process that starts from the connected components. The growing process is
controlled by some thresholds whose values are locally determined according to the size of the objects to be merged. A working hypothesis is that
text blocks are surrounded by blank areas. A preprocessing phase aims at
detecting non text components, i.e. small and very elongated ones. These
components are examined to reveal the presence of block separators like
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frames, or are merged to build graphic blocks. Within each frame, text-like
components are grouped into line segments by a merging process which takes
into account their horizontal and vertical distances. At this stage the skew
angle of the page is estimated as the average orientation of the segments
which are long enough, and the coordinates system is rotated accordingly.
Text blocks are obtained by merging line segments which are close in both
horizontal and vertical direction and similar with respect to certain line features. As declared from the author, this method cannot work in presence of
many broken characters or textured images.
Wang and Yagasaki [67] present a method which is based on a hierarchical selection and classi cation of the connected components. First, the
external boundaries, or outlines, of the connected components are searched,
skipping at this stage the possible contained components. Very large components are labeled as non text and the average size of the remaining ones
is computed and used to estimate a threshold for a text and non text classication. Non text components are then classi ed as pictures, frames, lines,
tables, slanted lines, line-arts or unknown by using characteristics such as
height, width, thickness, density, statistics on black runs, number and arrangement of holes, and size of adjacent components. Outlines of connected
components contained in components labeled as table, frame or line-art are
extracted and classi ed in the same way. Furthermore, two functions are
provided to detect dotted lines and invisible lines, i.e. elongated white areas
in the background. The components labeled as unknown are then analyzed
in order to build horizontal or vertical title lines (large font). The textual
components are clustered into blocks by a closeness criterion, using statistics of the spacings among components. Textual blocks are split if a line
separator or an invisible line passes through them. Each text block is then
classi ed as horizontal, vertical, or sloped by taking into account the sizes of
its components and their gaps. Text lines are built by considering distances
and overlapping ratios. The slope of each text line is computed by means of
the last square method and the block skew is estimated as the average of the
lines skew angles. Because representation of blocks as rectangles may cause
undesirable overlaps a representation depending on outlines of components
is adopted.
Simon et al. [68] present a page decomposition approach which is applied
to chemical documents. The input is a binary deskewed image. The algorithm is based on the computation of the minimum spanning tree (MST) of
a multi-level graph. At the rst layer the nodes of the graph are the connected components and the edges are labeled by a suitable distance between
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the nodes. The distance de nition embodies several heuristics which vary
according to the current layer of the graph and to the classi cation (text or
graphic) assigned to the nodes. Components are iteratively merged by considering the shortest edge in the MST. In the rst layer words are detected
by merging components which are close and horizontally aligned. At the
second layer these words become the nodes of a new graph whose MST is
used to detect lines. Analogously, lines are merged into blocks at the next
layer. The change of layer is controlled by a threshold on the ratio between
the label of the current shortest edge and the label of the egdes involved in
the last merge. Following the approach described in [71], at the end of each
stage the nodes are classi ed using some geometric features, like the height
of the group of components associated to the node, the aspect ratio of its
bounding box, and the density of black pixels.

4.3.2 Smearing based techniques.

Tsujimoto and Asada [71] describe an analysis and interpretation system
for di erent types of documents: magazines, journals, newspapers, manuals, letters, scienti c papers. The segmentation phase uses a bottom up
method which, in successive steps, groups small components into larger and
larger ones. Adjacent connected components are aggregated into segments
through an horizontal smearing of the runs separated by a small enough
gap. Segments are then preclassi ed into one class: text line, gure, graphics, tables, frames, horizontal line, vertical line, noise, accordingly to some
physical properties, such as width, height, aspect ratio, horizontal and vertical projection, number of smeared white runs. Four thresholds are used
to de ne the separation surfaces among the di erent classes. In the next
step the merging of adjacent text line segments takes place. Two adjacent
text segments (i.e. words) are merged if the horizontal distance is below a
threshold which is proportional to the segment height, and the left edges
of the resulting segments are vertically projected to obtain an histogram.
Local maxima in the histogram de ne the left edges of the columns.

4.3.3 Texture based or local analysis methods.
Some techniques to recognize and separate textual, graphical and pictorial
regions of documents are discussed by Scherl et al. [73]. They are based on
the analysis of local properties. The document image is divided into square,
small, overlapping windows for each of which features are extracted in order
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to classify the window. The rst method is based on the observation that
the spatial Fourier spectrum obtained for typed or machine printed text,
diagrams, photograph and halftone have quite di erent behaviors and provides some information, such as the distance between text lines. According
to the authors, this segmentation method has the drawback of being time
consuming, and has not been considered in practical applications. An alternative method presented to distinguishing between text or graphics and
picture is based on the analysis of statistical features extracted from the
local gray level histograms. Using the knowledge that the brightest gray
levels are most frequently in the background of text, the percentage of the
bright levels within the window is computed. The window is classi ed as
text or graphic if this feature value is greater than a given threshold, as
picture otherwise. Another, more exible, method is also proposed. The
authors observe that skewness and curtosis capture the typical shape of the
histogram of a text region. In fact, experiments performed on many text
regions show that these features tend to cluster along a quadratic curve in
the skewness/curtosis space while picture regions do not.
A similar method is presented by Sauvola and Pietikainen [74]. The binary document image is divided into small square windows whose dimensions
depend on the input resolution (10  10 to 20  20 in the experiments). For
each window the following features are computed: black/white pixels ratio,
average length of black runs, signal cross-correlation between consecutive
vertical lines, and signal cross-correlation between vertical lines with ve
pixels distance. On the basis of the features values, each window is labeled
as text, picture, or background, following a rules-based classi cation. Local
connectivity operators are applied iteratively to the labels map in order to
regularize region edges and suppress noisy classi cation.
Another approach where the layout segmentation is posed as a texture
segmentation problem is described by Jain and Zhong [75]. The authors aim
at overcoming the limitations of the approach presented in [60]. The method
has the following features: (1) robust to the alphabet of the document; (2)
can be applied to the input gray level document image; (3) segments the
document into four distinct classes: text, halftones, graphics, background;
(4) a low scanning resolution (100dpi) is sucient; (5) can be trained to perform language separation. The segmentation of the document is performed
by classifying each pixel of the image into one of three classes (text or line
drawing, halftone, background) and then by grouping pixels which are in the
same class and close each other. The classi cation is based on the characterization of the textural properties of the neighborhood of each pixel. In order
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to use heuristics and domain speci c knowledge, special purpose lters are
selected. They are optimized for the given textures by training a multilayer
neural network (input layer, mask layer, hidden layer and output layer).
The network is a multilayer perceptron trained with a backpropagation algorithm. Initially, the mask layer contains 20 masks (7  7), then a pruning
phase takes place in order to remove the less discriminant masks. It involves
the computation of connected components and thresholding on the length of
the shorter side of their bounding boxes. The image obtained from the output of the neural network is smoothed through the selection of the majority
class on 3  3 neighborhood of each pixel, the morphological closing with
a 1  3 structuring element and opening with a 3  3 structuring element.
A post processing phase removes small noisy elements, merges neighboring
regions and places bounding box around the labeled regions. The output
layer has three nodes corresponding to the three classes. Since text and line
drawing are in the same class, they must be discriminated in a second step.
This is a quite fragile step requiring some strict conditions: an appropriate binarization, no touching characters, and connected line drawings. No
quantitative results of the performed experiments are reported.
Another method where document image segmentation is treated as a
texture segmentation problem has been recently presented by Etemad et al.
[76]. They propose a multi scale wavelet packets representation of the document image. Starting from a family of orthonormal basis functions they
select a suitable wavelet packed tree by using a maximum class separability
criterion, where the classes depend on the speci c application. A mapping
is de ned from the signal space to the feature space by computing the second and third central moment of the wavelet packet components. Moments
are computed within local windows on each subband. A fuzzy classi er is
implemented by a neural network and using a conjugate gradient method.
The training set is constituted by preclassi ed square windows randomly
extracted from a sample of document images scanned at 200-300dpi. The
classi er provides a soft decision vector, i.e. a score in [0; 1] for each class.
The segmentation is performed by integrating soft local decisions. This
scheme guarantees both a good spatial resolution and robustness with respect to local unreliable decisions. The integration scheme combines knowledge coming from several sources: local spatial information, both within
scale and across scale, and a priori information about the domain. In the
experiments document regions are classi ed into four classes: background,
text, picture and graphics. The background class is detected in a preliminary step. The authors report results on documents with complex layout
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highlighting some advantages of their method: independence of document
layout structure, capability to provide domain speci c and adaptive feature
extraction and possibility to deal with overlapped or mixed classes.

4.4 Block classi cation approaches.

Block classi cation techniques described in this section can be grouped into
features extraction and linear discriminant classi ers [53, 77, 55, 59], binary
classi cation tree [78], and neural networks [79].

4.4.1 Linear discriminant classi ers.
The classi cation algorithm described by Wong et al. in [53] computes
some basic features from the blocks produced in the segmentation step (see
Section 4.2) which makes use of a smearing technique, and discriminates
between text and images by means of a linear classi er which adapts itself to varying character heights. An additional classi cation step resolves
uncertain classi cations among single text line, solid line and image. The
following measurements are computed for each block: total number of black
pixels (BC ) after smearing; sides of the bounding box of the block (x; y);
total number of black pixels in the corresponding region of the input document (DC ); horizontal white/black transitions in the original data (TC ).
They are employed to compute the following features:
- height of the block (H = y);
- eccentricity of the bounding box (E = x=y);
- ratio of the number of black pixels to the area of the bounding box
(S = BC=(xy);
- mean length of horizontal black runs of the original data (R =
DC=TC ).
These features are used to classify the block. The underlying idea is that
text blocks are characterized by a similar height H and mean length of black
runs R. Firstly, a cluster in the (H; R)-space is selected which, with a high
probability, contains only text blocks. This is obtained by using some a
priori information about typical size of characters. Then, for the blocks in
the cluster the mean values of the features H and R are computed: H and
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R . The following classi cation logic is then used to classify all the blocks:
(R < C21 R ) ^ (H < C22 H ) ) Text
(R > C21 R ) ^ (H < C22 H ) ) Horizontal solid black line
(E > 1=C23 ) ^ (H > C22 H ) ) Graphics and halftone images
(E < 1=C23 ) ^ (H > C22 H ) ) Vertical solid black line
where C21 ; C22 ; C23 are user de ned parameters. Values suggested by training experiments are: C21 = 3; C22 = 3; C23 = 5. Some problems may arise

in presence of linked lines of text (too close or touching) or very high lines
of text (like titles), which cause the relative block to be assigned to the class
Graphics and halftone images. For this reason a further reclassi cation rule
is introduced for the blocks in class Graphics and halftone images. This rule
uses information about shape factors of the components of the block (border
to border distance).
Shih and Chen [77] describe a variation of the classi cation method designed by Wong et al. in [53]. They employ basically the same features,
plus features relative to the vertical transitions from white to black pixels:
height of the block (H ), aspect ratio (R), density of black pixels (D), horizontal white/black transitions per unit width (THx), vertical white/black
transitions per unit width (TVx ), horizontal white/black transition per unit
height (THy ). The following classi cation rules, which are independent of
character size and scanning resolution, are used to classify blocks into text,
horizontal/vertical line, graphics, or picture class:

c1 Hm < H < c2 Hm ) Text
(H < c1 Hm ) ^ (ch1 < THx < ch2 ) ) Text
(THx < ch3 ) ^ (R > cR ) ^ (c3 < TVx < c4 ) ) Horizontal line
(THx > 1=ch3 ) ^ (R < 1=cR ) ^ (c3 < THy < c4 ) ) Vertical line
(H  c2 Hm ) ^ (ch1 < THx < ch2 ) ^ (cv1 < TVx < cv2 ) ) Text
D < c5 ) Graphics
otherwise ) Picture

where Hm is the average height of the blocks and c's are 11 parameters
that de ne the separation surfaces. Their values were selected after the
observation of the features behavior on a large sample of documents acquired
at di erent resolutions, containing blocks of di erent classes and text with
di erent font styles and sizes.
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Wang and Srihari [55] point out some limitations of the approach proposed by Wong et al. [53] related to the needed information about the
geometric characteristics of the text lines. In many cases (skewed input,
noise, touching lines,. . . ) the segmentation algorithm cannot correctly segment each line of text, and a block containing two or more lines may be
erroneously classi ed into the graphics and halftone images class. They
introduce a new set of features which are independent of the information
about the block size. These features are based on the textural nature of the
block content. The features are computed by compiling two matrices: BW
(black/white run) and BWB (black/white/black run). Matrix BW aims
at representing the following properties of the texture of a block of text:
line segments with di erent widths for di erent font size, and line segments
assembled with certain density. A black/white pair run is a set of horizontal consecutive black pixels, say n, followed by a set of consecutive white
pixels, say m, and its length is the total number of pixels n + m. The entry BW (i; j ), with i = 1; : : : ; 9, speci es the number of times that the block
contains a black/white run of length j , in the horizontal direction, with m=j
close to i=10. Matrix BWB tries to capture the peculiar features of the line
drawing blocks: there exist several large white spaces between black lines.
A black/white/black combination run is a pixel sequence in which two black
runs are separated by a white one. Its length is de ned as the length of the
white run. The length of the black runs is quantized into three categories:
1 if length is in (1; 4), 2 if length is in (5; 8) and 3 if length is in (9; 12). The
entry BWB (i; j ), with i = 1; 2; 3, speci es the number of times the block
contains a black/white/black run of length j , in the horizontal direction,
with the black runs belonging to same category i. Two features, F 1 and
F 2, which respectively emphasize the short and the long runs, are derived
from matrix BW , and one feature, F 3, emphasizing long runs, from matrix
BWB . Thresholds are used in the feature computation in order to weight
the contribution of small matrix entries and of short run lengths. These three
feature are sent to a linear classi er with ve output classes: small letters
(less than 14 points size), medium letters (from 14 to 32 points size), large
letters (more than 32 points size), graphics and halftone. The classi cation
criterion is determined on the basis of a sample of blocks collected from the
ve di erent categories. The separation surfaces in the space (F1 ; F2 ; F3 )
are experimentally determined by using a xed error correction procedure
(see [85]) on a preclassi ed training set. Experiments were performed on
a set of newspaper images digitized at 100dpi and 200dpi. It is not clear
if experiments have been conducted using a test sample completely disjoint
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from the training one.
In the article of Pavlidis and Zhou [59], blocks are classi ed into three
classes: text, halftone images (produced with dithering or error di usion
techniques) and diagrams. The discriminator for halftone class versus the
others is based on the signal cross-correlation function computed on the
binary image. It is de ned between scanlines, y and y + r, as follows:

C (r; y) = L1

X [1 ? 2p(y; k) XOR p(y + r; k)]

L?1
k=0

where L is the length of the scanlines and p(y; k) is the value of the pixel in
the position (y; k). The authors observed that, at varying r, C (r; y) behaves
di erently on text blocks or diagrams with respect to halftone images. Typically, correlation of adjacent scanlines is high and decreases rapidly for text
and diagrams, while is rather at and exhibits periodicity for the halftone
blocks. Four features are extracted to describe the correlation behavior and
a linear discriminant function is employed to classify a block as halftone
or not. In the latter case, the number of black pixels with respect to the
number of white pixels in the block, b=w, is considered as a feature able to
distinguish text from diagrams. Parameters of the discrimination function
and the b=w ratio threshold need to be tuned.

4.4.2 Binary classi cation tree.
Sivaramaakrishnan et al. [78] describe a statistical technique for the classi cation of homogeneous regions extracted from document images. The
blocks are supposed to be rectangles with sides aligned to horizontal and
vertical directions. The classi cation is based on the following set of 67 features that are extracted from each block: The number of black and white
runs along the four principal directions (8 features). The mean and variance
of run length for black and white runs along the four directions separately
(16 features). The mean and variance of the projection pro les along the
four directions are computed (8 features). Autocorrelations of the following four functions: projection pro le, number of black runs for each line,
spatial mean of the black pixels for each line and run length mean for each
line, are computed. The spatial shift for which the autocorrelation function
goes to 10% of its maximum value is computed, along with the derivative
of the autocorrelation function when the spatial shift goes to zero. These
two features are computed separately for the four functions and for the four
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directions (32 features). The density of black pixels, the area of the block,
and the ratio of the block width and the width of its column, represent the
last 3 features. The classi cation is performed by traversing a binary classi cation tree, whose leaf nodes are labeled by a single class. The decision
tree is built from a training set of blocks labeled with the true class (one
of: small text, large text, math, table, halftone, map/drawing, ruling, logo
and other). The construction process is recursive: initially the root node
contains all the training samples each represented by a 67-features vector.
A splitting criterion is de ned to divide the node samples into two subsets
aiming at separating samples belonging to di erent classes. It is based on
the maximization of an objective function, called purity, which is de ned as
the sum of the entropy of the class distribution in the left and in the right
child, respectively, after the node splitting. Samples are split by selecting a
feature and a threshold value: if the value of the feature is below the threshold, the sample is assigned to the left child, otherwise to the right one. The
splitting process terminates when all the sample in the node are in the same
class, or when the number of samples falls below a given threshold. Each leaf
node is labeled with the major represented class in the node. An unknown
block is classi ed by traversing the decision tree until a leaf node is reached:
the block is assigned to the class of the node. At each node the block follows
the link to the left or to the right child according to the discriminant feature
and threshold associated to the node. Experiments have been performed on
a data set, from the University of Washington Database [86].

4.4.3 Neural network classi ers.

Le et al. [79] present a new method for the classi cation of blocks extracted
from binary document images. The authors implement and compare four different neural approaches for the classi cation of blocks into two classes: text
and non-text. The considered neural models are Back propagation, Radial
basis functions, Probabilistic neural networks and Kohonen's self organizing
features map. The basic motivation is to eliminate the manual selection of
several parameters which is a critical task often required in other approaches
[53, 59]. The segmentation phase is implemented by means of the RLSA algorithm. For each block, with sizes Dx and Dy , they compute the following
quantities, the number of black pixels after smearing BC , the number of
black pixels in the original data DC , and the number of white/black transitions in the original data TC . The following features are then computed
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and used for blocks classi cation:

H
E
S
R
HR
ER
SR

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Dy
Dx =Dy
BC=(Dx Dy )
DC=TC
HR
E R
SR

Note that the rst four features are identical to the features used by Wong
et al. in [53]. Experiments have been carried out using a database of 50
document images acquired at 200dpi from 12 medical journals. The data
set is randomly divided into a training and a test set. The reported results,
in terms of correct classi cation rate, are: 99.35% for Back propagation,
99.61% for Radial basis functions, 98.18% for Probabilistic neural network
and 99.22% for Self organizing feature maps.

4.5 A summary.

Page decomposition algorithms have been generally designed to operate in
speci c domains and this fact gave rise to a variety of methods which are
characterized by di erent objectives and di erent assumptions about input
type, layout structure and expected data types. According to the reviewed
papers, a commonly accepted list of classes in which the document is decomposed does not stand out: various authors de ne their own set which depends
on the application. Typical classes are text, pictures and diagrams, but also
line drawings, tables, line separators,. . . Sometimes text blocks are further
classi ed into columns, paragraphs, lines, words; text attributes such as size
are also detected. A weak aspect which is common to all the reviewed algorithms, is the lack of information about the handling of such regions which
do not belong to one of the expected categories.
Ideally, page decomposition should be based solely on the geometric characteristics of the document image without requiring any a priori information
about a speci c format. Actual document analysis systems employ, often in
an implicit way, a set of generic typesetting rules which are valid within large
categories of documents. As an example, Nagy [87] reports a set of generic
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typesetting rules for Latin text. Typically, assumptions are made on the
white spaces that act as separators of the di erent regions in the document.
In practice, they consist in a hierarchy of constraints on the relative size
of spacings between di erent objects, e.g. spacings between characters are
smaller than spacings between words, which, in turn, are smaller than spacings between lines and so on. The larger is the number of objects involved
in the spacing protocol, the stronger is the assumption.
Many techniques rely upon a priori information about the document
layout. A typical classi cation which is reported in the literature is between
Manhattan and non-Manhattan layouts. Unfortunately, a clear and common
de nition of Manhattan layout does not stand out: Baird [38] says \Manhattan layouts [. . . ] they can be partitioned into isolated, convex blocks
(columns) of text by horizontal and vertical line segments cutting through
white space", O'Gorman [29] says \Manhattan layouts, that is layouts whose
blocks are separable by vertical and horizontal cuts", Haralick [2] says: \A
Manhattan page layout is one where the regions of the page layout are all
rectangular and the rectangles are in the same orientation. [. . . ] Furthermore, each pair of rectangles either is mutually exclusive or one contains
the other". Therefore, we avoid to use the term Manhattan and distinguish
layouts into four main groups: layouts which are decomposable by means
of horizontal and vertical cuts (xy-cut), layouts which are partitionable into
rectangular blocks, layouts whose regions can be enclosed by right polygons3
and freely shaped layouts.
Another class of assumptions is related to the characteristics of the input
image. In the major part of cases the input image is requested to be noise
free, binary, and deskewed, although algorithms have been proposed which
deal with gray level images, skewed or noisy documents. Algorithms that
work on gray level document images are able to exploit information that
would be lost after a binarization phase. The major drawback is the high
computational cost due to large amount of data to be handled.
As far as skew is concerned, the reviewed papers may be broadly divided
into three categories: (1) For many approaches a deskewed input image
is mandatory. (2) Some other algorithms deal with single-angle skewed
documents, either because they are skew insensitive, or because they include
a skew detection phase. (3) Others can detect and manage di erently skewed
regions in a document.
Although, several authors do not require explicitly noise free input doc3

With right polygon we intend an orthogonal polygon without holes.
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uments, the robustness degree of the proposed techniques with respect to
the noise level is not emphasized.
A summary of the main characteristics of the reviewed algorithms is
presented in Tables 3, 4 for text segmentation algorithms, in Table 5 for
page segmentation algorithms, in Table 6 for segmentation/classi cation
mixed algorithms, and, nally, in Table 7 for block classi cation algorithms.

5 Evaluation methods for page decomposition.
The problem of automatic evaluation of page decomposition algorithms has
been faced only recently. The text-based approach was the rst proposed in
the literature [88, 89, 90]. The quality of page segmentation is evaluated
by analyzing the errors in the recognized text. First, page decomposition
and character recognition procedures are applied to the document page, and
the result is output as an ASCII string. The quality score is based on an
approximation of the cost of human editing to convert the generated string
into the ideal ground truth string. The advantage of this technique is that it
is purely text-based, and therefore does not require the page segmentation
subsystem to speci cally output any kind of zoning results. In addition,
although its underlying string-matching algorithms are rather elaborate, the
overall approach is straightforward. Ground truth les for use with this
system are very easy to create. Therefore, the text-based zoning evaluation
approach has been well accepted by the document recognition community.
Nonetheless, this system su ers from the limitation that it can only deal
with text regions. The involved score only re ects accuracy on text zones
and the segmentation of document images containing di erent non textual
regions cannot be evaluated.
To overcome this limitation a region-based approach has been more recently introduced [91, 92, 47, 93, 94, 95]. According to it, a document is
de ned in terms of a hierarchical representation of its structure and content, e.g. layout structure, logical structure, style and content. Following
the region-based approach, the segmentation quality is evaluated at the
di erent levels of the representation, in terms of correspondence of homogeneous regions by comparing the segmentation output of the system under
investigation and the corresponding pre-stored ground truth.
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method

reference

input layout
text regions assumptions
type
and limitations
O'Gorman b/w rectangular text lines, text only, clean
[29]
300dpi blocks
text blocks docs; detached
chars

Connected Hones
Components Lichter
Analysis
[49]
Deforges
Barba [50]

Projection
Pro les

b/w
200300dpi
g.l.
75dpi

rectangular chars,
cleaned docs;
blocks
words, text line gaps wider
lines, text thar char gaps
blocks
freely
text lines,
shaped
text blocks.

Dias [42]

b/w freely
300dpi shaped

Srihari
Govindaraju [21]
Baird [43]

b/w single
128dpi column
b/w single
300dpi column

Ha et al. b/w single
[46]
300dpi column
Parodi
Piccioli
[51]

b/w
80dpi

freely
shaped

headers,
footers,
text lines,
text blocks
text lines

text only; no
skew; line gaps
wider
than
char gaps
text
only,
cleaned docs;
one text direction
chars,
text
words, text only; detached
lines
chars; one text
direction

advantages,
characteristics
estimation
of parameters;
multiple skews
are dealt
non text, reverse text and
multiple skews
are dealt
noisy background and
multiple skews
are dealt; non
text may be
present
independence
of text orientation

freely
shaped regions
skew is dealt
freely shaped
regions; baseline computation; line spacing and text
size may vary;
skew up to 5
is dealt
words, text text only, clea- determination
lines, para- ned
docs; of text orientagraphs
no skew; hier- tion
archic spacing
protocol
text lines
one text direc- skew up to 6
tion
is dealt; non
text may be
present

Table 3: Some features of text segmentation algorithms: input type of
the documents (binary, gray-level) and working resolution, layout structure,
searched text regions, assumptions and limitations, advantages.
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method

input layout
text regions
type
Texture or Chen et b/w freely
words
Local Ana- al. [47]
150dpi shaped
lysis
Baird at b/w right poly- text blocks
Background al. [44,
gons
Analysis
45]

Smearing

reference

Johnston
[48]

b/w

rectangular text blocks
blocks

assumptions
and limitations
text only (synthetic) docs

text
only,
cleaned docs;
one text direction; spacing
constraints
cleaned
non text may
docs; no skew; be present
known char
size; interblock
gaps greater
than char size

Table 4: Part 2. Some features of text segmentation algorithms.

5.1 The text-based approach

advantages,
characteristics
skew up to 0:5
is tolerated;
trainable
skew up to 5
is dealt; no
input parameters

A text-based method for measuring the performance of zoning capabilities
of commercial OCR systems has been introduced by Kanai et al. [90]. The
zoning score is based on the number of edit operations required to transform
an OCR output to the correct text, using string matching algorithms [96, 97].
Three are the edit operations considered: insertion, deletion, move. The
cost of correcting the OCR-generated text is calculated in two steps. First,
the minimum number of edit operations is estimated. Next, the total cost
is calculated according to the cost of each operation.
The edit operations are counted with the following procedure. Let Sc
be a string of characters corresponding to the correct text of a page and So
be the OCR output using the automatic zoning. Sc and So are compared,
and matches are identi ed. The longest substring common to Sc and So
is found and constitutes the rst match. The second match is determined
by nding the longest substring common to an unmatched substring of Sc
and So . The process continues until no common substring can be found.
The number of unmatched characters D in So is the number of deletion
operations needed, while the number of unmatched characters I in Sc is the
number of insertion operations needed. The number of moves M required
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method

reference

Smearing

input layout
type
Wong et al. b/w
rectangular
[53]
240dpi blocks

assumptions
and limitations
clean docs; no
skew; known
chars size

cleaned
docs; no skew;

Projection
Pro les

Nagy et al. b/w
xy-cut
[54, 84]
300
dpi
Pavlidis
b/w
right
Zhou [59]
300dpi polygons

Texture or
Local
Analysis

Jain Bhat- g.l.
freely
tacharjee
75shaped
[60]
150dpi
Tan et. al g.l.
freely
[61]
300dpi shaped

Normand
b/w
freely
Background Viard150dpi shaped
Analysis
Gaudin [62]
Kise et al. b/w
[63]
90dpi

freely
shaped

advantages,
characteristics
segmentation of
graphics or picture blocks and
text lines
segmentation
into columns,
blocks,
text
lines
skew up to 15 is
dealt; segmentation into rectangular blocks

blocks
surrounded by
straight white
streams; xed
parameters
user
multiple skews
provided num- are admitted
ber of texture
classes; selection of Gabor
lters
segmentation of
text, graphics,
and background
areas
no automatic multiple
way for rele- skews are dealt;
vant nodes se- segmentation of
lection is pro- text, large text,
vided
graphics areas
interblock gaps multiple
wider that in- skews are dealt;
tersegmentation of
line gaps; xed text blocks, gparameters; no ures, separators
wide word gaps

Table 5: Features of the page segmentation algorithms.
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method

reference

Akiyama
Hagita
[31]
Connected ZlatopolComponent sky [66]
Analysis

input layout
classes
type
b/w
rectangular headline
200dpi blocks
text lines
graphics
separators

b/w
rectangular text lines, text
300dpi blocks
blocks, separators, graphics
blocks

Wang Ya- b/w
gasaki
50[67]
75dpi

Smearing

Texture or
Local
Analysis

freely
shaped

text blocks,
text lines, pictures, tables,
separators
Simon et b/w
freely
words, text
al. [68]
shaped
lines, text and
graphic blocks
Tsujimoto b/w
rectangular text lines, gAsada
300dpi blocks
ures, graphics,
[71]
tables, separators, noise
Scherl et g.l.
freely
text, pictures
al. [73]
shaped
(graphics with
the Fourier
method)
Sauvola b/w
rectangular text, pictures,
Pietikaiblocks
background
nen [74]
Jain
g.l.
freely
text
Zhong
100dpi shaped
and graphics,
[75]
halftone, background
Etemad g.l.
freely
text, images,
et al. [76] 200shaped
graphics
300dpi

assumptions
and limitations
text majority;
one text direction; hierarchic
spacing protocol
interblock gaps
wider that interline
gaps; no textured pictures
text
size
in (6,72) points
range

advantages,
charactersitics
skew up to 10
is dealt; English
and Japanese
documents are
dealt
multiple skews
are dealt

spacing
constraints

multiple skews
may be present

dynamic
parameters estimation; multiple skews are
dealt
cleaned docs; skew up to 5 is
one text direc- tolerated; chemtion
ical docs
no skew
frequent touching chars are admitted

cleaned docs;
no skew
availability of a skew may be
representative present; robust
training set
to the alphabet
availability of a skew may be
representative present; text in
training set
images

Table 6: Features of the segmentation/classi cation mixed algorithms.
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method

reference

input classes
type
Wong et al. b/w
text lines,
[53]
240dpi graphics and
halftones,
horizontal
lines,
vertical lines
Linear
Shih Chen b/w
text lines,
Discriminant [77]
300dpi horizontal
Classi ers
lines,
vertical lines,
graphics, pictures
Wang
b/w
small,
Srihari [55] 100medium, large
200dpi text, graphics,
halftones
Pavlidis
b/w
text blocks, diZhou [59]
300dpi agrams,
halftones
Sivaramaa- b/w
normal, large
Binary
krishnan et 300dpi text, math, taClassi cation al. [78]
bles, halftones,
Tree
drawings, ruling, logo, others
Le et al.
b/w
text, non text
Neural
[79]
200dpi blocks
Networks

assumptions
advantages,
and limitations charactersitics
no skew;
known chars
size; problems
with close or
high text lines

no skew

independence of
char sizes and
resolution

no skew

trainable;
independence of
blocks size

xed parameters
rectangular
trainable
zones
organized into
columns
no skew;
trainable
only text/nontext block classi cation

Table 7: Features of the algorithms for block classi cation.
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to rearrange the matches of So in the proper order is calculated as follows.
The N matched substrings in Sc are labeled in increasing order with integers
from 1 to N . As a consequence the labels of the substrings in the generated
text So , are a permutation of the integers from 1 to N . The purpose is to
nd a sequence of moves that transforms this permutation into the identity.
After each move, any pair of adjacent substrings with consecutive indices
are merged. This requires a relabeling of the substrings and reduces the
permutation size. At each step the algorithm attempts to nd the move that
provides the greatest reduction in the size of the permutation. Whenever
two or more moves yield the same reduction, the one moving the smallest
number of characters is selected.
Two cost functions are de ned to evaluate the output of the page decomposition module. The rst function, called Cost, calculates the cost of
correcting all types of errors generated from automatically segmented pages.
A move operation can be performed either by cut and paste of a block of
text (string) or by a sequence of delete and re-type. The choice depends on
the length of the string. It is assumed that the cost of a move operation is
independent of the moving distance, and of the string length n when it is
greater than a threshold T . The Cost function is de ned as follows:
Cost(So; Sc; Wi ; Wd ; Wm )
= Wi I + Wd D + Wm M:
where Wi , Wd and Wm are the costs associated with an insertion, deletion
and move, respectively. The threshols T is set equal to Wm =Wi + Wd . If
n < T , delete and re-type is preferred, otherwise cut and paste. The second
function, called Calibrated Cost, calculates only the cost of correcting the
zoning errors. It is introduced to eliminate the e ects of recognition errors.
It is assumed that OCR systems make the same recognition errors when a
page is automatically or manually zoned. Let Sm be the result of the manual
page segmentation, then the Calibrated Cost function is de ned as follows:
Calibrated Cost(So; Sm; Sc; Wi ; Wd ; Wm) =
Cost(So; Sc; Wi ; Wd ; Wm ) ?
Cost(Sm; Sc; Wi ; Wd ; Wm)

5.2 The region-based approach

Region-based page segmentation benchmarking environments are proposed
by Yanikoglu and Vincent [92, 93], and Haralick et al. [94, 95]. The quality of
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the page decomposition is assessed by comparing the segmentation output,
described as a set of regions, to the corresponding ground truth. The major
diculty for these approaches is the de nition of a distance measure between
two sets of regions: it has to encompass and to balance several elements
such as correspondence between regions, overlap degree between regions and
presence of unmatched regions in the two sets.
In the evaluation environment proposed by Yanikoglu and Vincent,
named Pink Panther, a region is represented as a polygon together with
various attributes. By analyzing matching between ground truth and segmented regions, errors like missing, false detection, merging, and splitting
are detected and scored. The detailed shape of regions is not taken into account in the matching, so that small irrelevant di erences between ground
truth and segmented polygons are ignored. The overall page decomposition
quality is computed as the normalized weighted sum of the individual scores.
Haralick et al. propose a quality measure which is based on the overlapping between rectangular regions coming, respectively, from the ground
truth and the page decomposition procedure. Given two sets of rectangular regions, G = fG1 ; G2 ; : : : ; GM g for ground truthed regions and
D = fD1 ; D2 ; : : : ; DN g for detected regions, two matrices are computed
as follows:
(G \D )
(G \D )
and ij = Area
ij = Area
Area(G )
Area(D )
where 1  i  M , 1  j  N . Correct matchings and errors, i.e. missing,
false detection, merging and splitting, are detected by analyzing the matrices
 = (ij ) and T = (ij ). The overall goodness function is de ned as a
weighted sum of these quantities.
i

j

i

i

j

j

6 A critical discussion
Current systems for document transformation from paper to electronic format present several limitations. They are tailored to suit speci c applications and it is dicult to adjust a system for an application di erent
from the original one. Documents often contain, along with relevant pictorial information, extraneous elements, e.g. noise or background pattern,
that, if not detected and removed, could disturb the text features extraction
and compromise the whole document understanding process. Non uniform
backgrounds, which are present in documents like newspaper and modern
magazine pages, has been almost ignored in the reviewed papers. Another
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typical weakness is the fact that the analysis of the behavior of the proposed techniques applied to degraded documents have not been reported,
although they are often present in practical applications or may represent
the exclusive input when translating old paper archives into an electronic
format. Furthermore, we observed that some types of regions are disregarded in the page decomposition phase: mathematical equations, chemical
formulae, tables (distinguishing tables from multi-columned text is a critical
task).
We noticed that several authors report experimental results which are
hardly comparable. Experiments are characterized by di erent signi cance
levels, depending on the size of the adopted sample, on its di usion in the
research community, and its representativeness of the documents involved
in the speci c application. Benchmarking of layout analysis algorithms is
an important topic to which only recently e orts have been devoted, e.g.,
for page decomposition evaluation and for databases creation.
Finally, the employment in real applications of many among the proposed
layout analysis methods, is made unfeasible by their high computational
cost.
Creative layouts, non uniform background, and text with di erent directions, are becoming frequent in the documents world for a variety of reasons:
to obtain an appealing visual look (newspapers, magazine and book covers),
to convey information at a glance (advertisements) or to avoid falsi cation
(checks). Future document image analysis systems have to cope with these
new features. Among the requirements they have to satisfy we mention:

 exibility with respect to various applications;
 computational eciency;
 automatic management of document with:
{ non uniform background;
{ presence of gray level or color information;
{ page structured with complex layouts (non rectangular or even
freely shaped blocks);
{ text with very di erent sizes, styles and fonts on the same page;
{ text regions with di erent orientations in the same page;
{ text and inverse text in the same page or, more generally, text
and background with di erent colors in the same page;
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{ text embedded in graphics or gures;
{ text lines with curved baseline;
 robustness with respect to degraded input documents;
 validated performance on large, signi cant, commonly accepted

databases in which are included binary, gray-level, color images of
documents with various type of layout structure

Therefore, in our opinion, future document analysis research, will be able
to improve the current products if the e orts will be focused on the above
mentioned topics.

7 Logical layout analysis
Purpose of logical layout analysis is to assign a meaningful label to the
homogeneous regions (blocks) of a document image and to determine their
logical relationships, typically with respect to an a priori description of the
document, i.e. a model.
The objects related to the logical layout encode document regions that
humans perceive as meaningful with respect to the content. For example:
title, abstract, paragraph, section, table, gure and footnote are possible
logical objects for technical papers, while: sender, receiver, date, body and
signature emerge in letters. This highlights how much application dependent
is the de nition of logical objects. Relationships among di erent objects are
also possible. A typical organization is a hierarchy of objects depending on
the speci c context. Other examples of relations are the cross reference of
a caption to a gure or the reading order of some parts of the document.
Another interesting class of relations are those existing between the logical
objects and the geometric blocks: they can be exploited to help the whole
understanding process.
Recognizing the logical structure of a document can be performed only on
the basis of some kind of a priori information (the knowledge) which can be
represented in very di erent forms. Classical AI approaches (like blackboard
based control systems) as well as probabilistic techniques (extension of the
Hidden Markov Models paradigm) have been used. In any case a common
problem is the level of detail the knowledge has to reach: a generic knowledge
about the typical spatial and geometric features of the various elements in
a document may be sucient to separate homogeneous regions. On the
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other hand assigning roles to the di erent textual regions often requires
a more speci c knowledge on the class of documents. Although speci c
knowledge favours precise recognition, it restricts the domain on which it can
be applied. Moreover, ad hoc solutions like heuristics cannot be exported
in di erent contexts. As a matter of fact, the most e ective systems on
the market work in restricted domains where the available knowledge is
precise, for example mail address reading systems or form processing for
banking applications. A general purpose document analysis system has to
rely upon rather generic knowledge about typesetting rules and the way
logical information can be deduced from them. As an alternative, systems
can be endowed with the capability to distinguish among di erent document
categories, each one described by its own model with detailed and speci c
knowledge.
Related to the previous problems is the item of exibility. In many
of the proposed systems the knowledge is provided by a human expert of
the application domain. Therefore the analysis will succeed only for those
documents having a previously de ned structure and will fail when a new
kind of document has to be recognized. Alternative approaches aim at
automating the process of supplying knowledge, by means of appropriate
learning algorithms, so that no a priori information on the speci c format
of a document should be provided by the user.
In the past, logical layout analysis was often considered a stand-alone
process, well separated from the geometric layout analysis. This view is
changing. For example the constraint that the geometric layout analysis
must precede the logical one during the understanding process has been
relaxed: Krishnamoorthy et al. [57] have proposed an approach in which
segmentation and classi cation are claimed to be performed simultaneously.
Moreover, the use of knowledge is not limited to logical layout analysis; as
highlighted in Section 4, the a priori information can be utilized to guide
or optimize the geometric layout analysis. The problem is that often it
takes the form of implicit assumptions and heuristics, speci c for particular
documents and dicult to export in di erent contexts. The same remarks
previously discussed about the use of the knowledge in logical layout analysis
hold for geometric layout analysis.
The rest of the section is divided in two parts: section 7.1 presents the
standard formats used for the de nition and the interchange of documents
in the perspective of the DIU. Section 7.2 brie y reports a review of the
most interesting techniques used for the logical layout analysis, tentatively
grouped into homogeneous topics.
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Standards to encode the format of documents have been introduced in order
to allow an easy interchange of electronic documents. They have been developed without taking into account the problems concerning the processing
and understanding of document images. Nevertheless, their relevance for
the DIU community is deep not only for compatibility issues but mainly
for the structured representations and the notion of abstract document architecture that some of them have de ned. In this respect having some
knowledge about the standards for document format is useful to understand
recent works of the DIU that have been in uenced and inspired by them, in
particular for the representation and the organization of the geometric and
logical objects.
The problem of exchanging electronic documents between di erent hardware and software platforms arose concurrently with the quick and wide
di usion of computers, giving strength to the process of the de nition of
common formats. Several formats were de ned by private companies, for
example the Microsoft's RTF (Rich Text Format), some of which has become very popular and de facto standard, like Adobe's PostScript [98]. In
order to overcome the limitations of the private formats, the international
community has de ned ocial standards such as SGML (Standard Generalized Markup Language, ISO 8879:1986, [99]) and ODA (Open Document
Architecture, ISO 8613:1989, [100, 101]).
SGML comes from the USA community and was developed for highly
complex documents from the publishing environment and many products
use it. ODA comes from Europe and was initially developed for simple
documents from the oce environment; its di usion in the products on the
marketplace is very low. SGML is a simpler standard than ODA since it is a
language for describing only the logical structure of a document with respect
to a prede ned class; SGML documents need external information about
the formatting issues and the document class of reference. The generality
and complexity of ODA come from the fact that it provides the means to
de ne and manage the logical layout as well as the geometric layout and the
presentation issues; ODA documents are therefore self-describing. SGML
is markup-oriented and can be used with the current editors, while ODA
is object-oriented and requires a new generation of editors. As far as the
interchange of documents is concerned, an important di erence between
SGML and ODA is that the latter allows blind communication: the receiver
has to know nothing more than it receives an ODA document; with SGML
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the sender and receiver have to agree on the formatting speci cations and
on the class of documents that is used.
In some detail, SGML is a language which uses markups (additional
annotations to the content) to de ne the logical elements of the documents.
The set of available markups changes depending on the speci c class of
documents, which is encoded in a DTD (Document Type De nition). The
DTD de nes a grammar that indicates the type of allowed markups and
how markups are distinguished from the text content. A SGML document
consists of three parts: (1) the DTD, (2) the SGML declaration de ning
the characters used in the DTD and in the text, (3) the Document instance
containing the text of the document, including a reference to the DTD. It
is worth noting that the three parts correspond physically to three di erent
les.
ODA has been de ned to be as open as possible, resulting in a huge
amount of features supported. An ODA document, physically a single le,
consists of six parts: (1) the Logical View encoding the speci c logical structure of the document, (2) the Layout View encoding the speci c geometric
structure, (3) the Logical and Layout Generic Structures being sets of rules
that de ne the class of the document, (4) the Content Information containing text, geometric graphics and raster graphics, (5) the Styles subdivided
in layout style and presentation style, (6) the Document Pro le including
attributes like author's name, date of creation, keywords, etc. The ODA format of a document contains a huge amount of information and attributes.
However a speci c application does not need all the available features; for
this reason ODA provides a mechanism to restrict the features needed in
a particular application to a speci c subset called Document Application
Pro le (DAP). In this way documents are stored in less space. Two ODA
applications conforming to the same DAP are guaranteed to work correctly.
At the moment three DAPs have been proposed: DAP level 1 provides functionality for simple text-only documents, DAP level 2 for simple text and
graphics documents, DAP level 3 for advanced text and graphics documents
such those used in electronic publishing.
Although rather di erent, SGML and ODA share important features:
rst, the goals are the same, that is the interchange of compound documents
between open systems through electronic data communication and the automated processing of documents based on their logical structures and not
only on their contents. Second, both SGML and ODA are based on the
concept of document architecture, that is an abstract model to represent the
information contained in a document. This is an important feature since it
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di erentiates SGML and ODA from the formats that belong to the pdl (page
description language) class, like Adobe's PostScript and the recent Adobe's
PDF (Portable Document Format) [102]: these formats address the geometric issues concerning the presentation of a document, losing completely the
logical information. No document architecture is de ned by PDF which is
useful in situations where documents are delivered in their nal form.
As far as the relation between SGML/ODA and the DIU is concerned,
their main in uence comes from the concept of abstract document architecture and the structured representations that they have introduced. In
this respect some authors have proposed to extend (or better to adapt) such
standards in order to obtain additional functionalities speci cally designed
for the document understanding, for example the management of the uncertainty and alternative interpretations. This is the case of ODA (Paper
interface to ODA) [103], a system that receives in input the image of an ofce document and attempts to reconstruct an electronic document in ODA
format. Another interesting example is DAFS (Document Attribute Format Speci cation) [104] that is a le format speci cation for documents,
explicitly designed for the DIU. DAFS is implemented as a special SGML
application with speci c additionals in order to manage the formatting features, the image storage and the portability between di erent DTDs. DAFS
appears to be very promising for two reasons: rst it is based on SGML,
more popular and agile than ODA; second the solutions to overcome the
SGML limitations have been guided by the DIU requirements.

7.2 Techniques for logical layout analysis

Tree transformation. Tree transformation assumes to work in a con-

text similar to that proposed by the ODA standard, in which the geometric
structure as well as the logical structure take the form of a tree. Logical
layout analysis is therefore the process to build up the logical tree starting
from the information gathered into the geometric tree. In Tsujimoto and
Asada's system [71], tree transformation is performed with a set of deterministic rules, possibly repeated, which label the blocks and de ne their reading
order. In experiments conducted on documents of di erent categories (magazine, journals, newspapers, books, manuals letter and scienti c papers)
the logical structure was correctly determined for 94 of documents out of
106. Dengel et al. [103] proposed the ODA system (see section 7.1) for
oce documents. Tree transformation is performed with a set of weighted
rules. Backtracking on di erent hypotheses is employed during and after tree
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transformation, then the most probable logical tree is validated by matching
the text contents with the knowledge stored in vocabularies. A sort of tree
transformation, based on the DAFS format (see section 7.1), is used in the
system proposed by Haralick's group [105]. The logical layout analysis is
performed after the text reading phase (via OCR).

Description language. In this approach the structure of a document and

the rules to build it up are described by means of an ad hoc language, called
description language. Its syntax may heavily vary from system to system
and it may encompass both geometric and logical information. Schurmann
et al. [106] have developed the language FRESCO (Frame Representation
languagE for StruCtured dOcument) in an object oriented style, with classes
of objects and relations among them; it can be seen as an extension of ODA
(see section 7.1). The logical layout analysis is performed with a control
strategy that allows di erent hypotheses and backtracking to be accomplished in a search space by means of the best rst search algorithm A .
Higashino et al. [107] have de ned the FDL (Form De nition Language), a
lisp-like language based on rectangular regions. A predicate in FDL encodes
a rule for the layout in terms of identi cation of regions and relations among
them. Evaluating a FDL program means to nd the best matches between
the predicates and the blocks extracted by means of a depth rst search with
backtracking. As reported in Haralick's review [2], Derrien-Peden [108] denes a frame based system to determine the logical structure of scienti c
and technical documents. Frames are structures based on properties and
relations, well studied in the past by the Knowledge Representation discipline.

Blackboard system. A typical approach to the control of an AI system is

the blackboard approach, very popular in the 80's. Brie y, the basic idea of a
blackboard based system is to divide a complex problem into loosely coupled
subtasks, each managed by a specialized procedure which encodes a particular piece of knowledge and updates a common data area, the blackboard.
During the computation, each procedure is associated to a dynamic score
that encodes its degree of applicability to the current context. A scheduler
encodes the strategy to divide the problem into subtasks and to select the
best procedure at each step, by using xed or weighted if-then rules. Advantages and drawbacks of the blackboard approach, widely discussed in the
AI community, are outside the focus of this paper. Srihari et al. [109, 110]
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developed a sophisticated blackboard system organized as a three level hierarchy in order to recognize address blocks on mail pieces. A mix of frames
and rules is used to model the knowledge for selecting the procedure to be
applied and for computing the plausibility degree of a particular labeling. A
restricted version of a blackboard system is proposed by Yeah et al. [111] for
the same task (address location on envelopes). The logical layout analysis
is based on sequential rules with heuristics applied to the segmented blocks:
nding no acceptable labelings determines a new page segmentation with
di erent thresholds. In this way logical and geometric layout analysis a ect
each other.

Syntactic approach. In this approach the knowledge required to seg-

ment the page in blocks and to label them is represented by means of formal
(typically context free) grammars; geometric and logical layout analysis are
therefore performed with programs for the syntactic analysis (e.g. a parser),
obtained from the formal grammars. Nagy et al. [57, 56] have developed a
syntactic based system working with technical journals. They de ne a set of
appropriate context free grammars, each de ning rules to aggregate pixels
into more and more structured entities, till up to the logical objects. From
the grammars, programs for the syntactic analysis (parsers) are automatically obtained: they are then used to perform segmentation and labeling
in the same phase (simultaneously). A set of alternative grammars is used
to allow di erent document structures (hypotheses) to be extracted and
checked. A branch-and-bound algorithm searches for the best hypothesis.
The criterion to optimize and prune the search is based on the cumulative
area of the labelled blocks: the higher the area, the better the labeling
hypothesis.

Hidden Markov Models. Probabilities have been hardly mentioned in

the above approaches which tend to use deterministic heuristics over search
spaces. A completely di erent technique based on an extension of HMMs
(Hidden Markov Models) has been proposed by Kopec and Chou [112] for
telephone yellow page text extraction. Extending HMMs to manage twodimensional image regions is not straightforward and poses theoretical as
well as computational problems. In the Kopec and Chou's approach the
basic feature on which the (extended) HMMs works is the glyph, a portion
of image representing a single character. This solution allows a very high
recognition rate but the required time is huge. In a second paper [113] Kam
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and Kopec present ad hoc heuristics to cut down the computational time,
obtaining signi cant speedups.

Learning. Systems in which the knowledge is xed once and for all, can

fail with documents that do not belong to the domain for which the knowledge has been provided. Learning techniques aiming at an automation of
the process of supplying knowledge appear to be a good solution towards
greater generality and exibility. A particularly interesting system has been
developed by Esposito et al. [114]. A big relevance is given to the problem of
the automatic document classi cation intended as the process of identifying
the category of an input image document. They approach the classi cation
task by means of machine learning techniques in order to directly acquire
classi cation rules from a set of training documents. Even the logical layout analysis is approached as (another) supervised learning problem: the
system has to learn the mapping between the features extracted from the
document image and the logical structure of the document. When processing an input document, the geometric layout analysis extracts the blocks and
some relevant features which allow the classi cation subsystem to identify
the membership category of the document; this information greatly simplies the logical layout analysis which uses the learned rules speci c for the
particular category to reconstruct the logical structure.

Interactive system. Some researchers have suggested to approach the

DIU by allowing the humans to interact with the system in order to exploit
their ability to solve ambiguous situations and to make decisions. For example the CIDRE (Cooperative and Interactive Document Reverse Engineering) project at the Fribourg University (Switzerland) is aimed at developing
an interactive document understanding system running in three di erent
and complex scenarios [115]: (1) construction of a structured bibliography
(2) building an on-line help facility and (3) mail distribution in oce automation. As far as the logical layout analysis is concerned the basic idea
is to present the results or ambiguous situations to the user who selects the
best operation by means of appropriate graphical tools.

8 Conclusions
Document layout analysis is a process that aims at detecting and classifying
zones on a document image in various data types and at representing them
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in a logical structure. Techniques for the layout analysis devoted to the
understanding of structured pages of machine-printed documents (such as
technical journals, magazines, newspapers, handbooks, business letters,. . . )
have been reviewed in this paper. We reported popular and/or promising
algorithms proposed in the DIU eld, grouped by objective and adopted
technique. Summing up tables permit to compare easily the characteristics
of the various algorithms devoted to skew detection and page decomposition.
Our bibliographical analysis points out (Section 6) that todays DIU systems succeed only in limited domains. Improvements of current systems
can be achieved by working on the management of complex documents and
on the exibility of the systems. An important tool that can be bettered,
is the development of environments for the comparison of the document
understanding systems, particularly in the case of complex documents.
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